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The gameplay of “LIBEL!” revolves around managing a news network or a media corporation. 
The core mechanics are built on publishing news stories -- placing news story cards in front of you -- and 
playing action cards, which affect these stories or change the state of the game. The player is trying to 
manage two resources, viewership and integrity. Each news story has different effects on the two 
resources, viewership and integrity. For example, some news stories are made-up (fake) news, which have 
negative impacts on a player or news network’s integrity, while typically significantly boosting 
viewership. There are also many real news stories from recent newspapers or websites stories. These all 
typically have positive net changes on the integrity of the network. Depending on how vapid, milquetoast, 
or mundane a story is, it may have negative effects on the viewership of the news corporation. There are 
more auxiliary mechanics that interact with those core mechanics. Many of the action cards introduce new 
or bizarre actions that do not always immediately impact the player resources. The first thing we added 
was having each player choose a news anchor, each of which has different effects on the gameplay. For 
example, some news anchors may get boosts from news stories with specific topics. A meteorologist-like 
anchor may get more viewers when stories about weather or natural disasters are played. Some of the 
cards are “breaking news” which must be played immediately when a player draws them. We introduced 
a “writer’s room” card which introduces a mini game similar to apples to apples and cards against 
humanity. In the writer’s room sub game, players fill in a blank to create an original news story and vote 
on the effects it will have on the player playing it. Some cards have extra effects attached to them which 
alter gameplay, like having to refer to someone by a specific name with mistakes penalizing their 
integrity. We also introduced a few “ongoing” cards which stay active until a certain condition is met. 

 
Our game is similar to Monopoly Deal, a card-focused spinoff of the tabletop staple. Monopoly 

Deal has very similar mechanics in that you manage resources, which you play in front of you, and have 
action cards (usually just collecting rent on your properties). In Monopoly Deal, your resources are the 
literal cards that you play. In my opinion, Monopoly Deal belies the original procedural rhetoric of 
Monopoly. If Monopoly aims to show how a fun economy can turn antagonistic and annoying over a long 
period of time, Monopoly Deal really fails. Resources change hands very quickly and there’s no time to 
go through phases of gameplay or for certain players to build monopolistic reputations, and players feel 
less attachment to their properties. In our game, we did our best to challenge the nature of these quick 
card games. We wanted the game to feel fast and pressured like running a real company might be, but we 
also wanted players to build up an identity as their media network which they could identify with and try 
to control. We do this by making the resources less tangible than ownership of properties or money, and 
they are not affected by tangible things like money or employees. Instead, a news company is defined by 
its actions, the stories that it publishes, and the reputation and strategy of the network in publishing. The 
vital changing traits of a news network that are the viewership and integrity. In this way players get a 
different sense of what consequences their actions have in the world. Integrity is a resource that one 



almost never sees explicitly in a game. In Monopoly, the integrity of a player may come out procedurally, 
but the game mechanics are incapable of taking them into account. In our game, your public image is a 
critical and key part of gameplay. Our approaches to how the resource is managed (indirectly) and what 
the resources actually are (intangible things that have continuous effects on your success) are unique and 
innovative in this sense. 

 
Another game that we drew similarities from is Cards Against Humanity (see also Mad Libs, Apples to 
Apples). We introduced a fill in the blank mechanic to engage players more with the synthesis part of 
journalism, instead of just choosing stories. We use this mechanic in a way that is innovative compared to 
Mad Libs or Cards Against Humanity, however. In those games, the object of the game is to create the 
most absurd, bizarre, or offensive possible result. However, since our game is striving to portray the fine 
line between news as entertainment and news as information, we don’t ask players to come up with the 
most ridiculous possible thing. Instead, players are invited to come up with what they can get away with, 
something that is ridiculous but not so far fetched that it destroys their company. This makes the 
mechanic feel a lot different from the other similar games. Really, players are given this option every 
turn, to a less obvious extent. Because players may publish two stories per turn, they may choose to run 
two stories back to back that are either so synergetic or so hilariously different that new meaning arises 
from playing them together. 
 

The feedback we got on our game was to make sure it is balanced in the way we want. After 
playtesting it, some of things that we wanted to re-balance included 

1. Making it harder to rack up viewers very quickly without having your low integrity take you 
down right away. 

2. Increasing the number range for integrity and viewership to make cards less drastic. 
3. Engaging players in the content of the stories they were running, not just the numbers. 
4. Engaging players in a fun representational role play of being in the news and media industry. 
5. Adding negative consequences to certain cards or abilities that could be abused. 
6. Introducing randomization to many cards and effects. 

 
The first two items were easy to fix. The first involved carefully proportioning the numerical 

effects of many of the news stories, in addition to reevaluating many of our action cards. We wanted news 
story to not be the cut and dry choices that they often were when the distinction between real and fake 
news was very wide. We had a lot of substantially positive viewership + very negative integrity, versus 
minor positive viewership + minor positive integrity. Our fix was to make each news story fill up more of 
that two dimensional space (integrity vs viewership) instead of just those two quadrants. For the action 
cards, we both amplified the effects and amount of cards that harmed the viewership of low integrity 
viewers (since this is the main risk being portrayed in the game). Similarly to the news story cards, we 
also made the effects of the action cards less homogenous and added a variety of effects to the available 
action space. 

 
Trying to perfect the player experience (aesthetic) required more thinking. Our playtesters would 

often seem to not care at all about the content on the cards that we put a lot of effort into (even the fake 
news cards which are meant to be funny). Adding an explicit rule to read the card was step one in this 



process. Complicating the effects of news cards also helped with this, because it meant players had to 
spend more time looking at the cards and evaluating them - not just looking at the arrows at the bottom 
and playing whatever had the highest number. We added a “commercial break” section to some of the 
blander stories to catch the player’s attention and get them to read the card. The writer’s room card was 
specifically added to draw players into the creative process more. Instead of having the news story content 
be in the background, the writer’s room subgame draws the story content to the center of attention and 
hopefully has players thinking more about the content of their media, or at least laughing. A lot of quirky 
and bizarre effects were added to cards, which helps to lighten the mood and make players more likely to 
joke about the content of the game and have fun managing their network. We spent days designing the 
cards to make them visually appealing and conform to a homogeneous visual aesthetic, which gives the 
game a unified feeling and thus a more engaging experience. 
 
 
 


